In vivo mutational analysis of the NGFI-A zinc fingers.
NGFI-A is a mammalian transcription factor that contains zinc fingers similar to those observed in several other proteins, including NGFI-C and Krox-20. To define precisely the DNA binding domain of NGFI-A, we selected mutants using a chimeric transcriptional activator that contains the NGFI-A zinc finger domain sandwiched between the lexA DNA binding domain and the GAL4 transcriptional activating domain. Expression of this lexA-NGFI-A-GAL4 (LAG) trimeric protein in yeast significantly retarded their growth, unlike an activator containing only the lexA and GAL4 components. This suggested that LAG inappropriately regulates genes in yeast that contain NGFI-A binding sites. Yeast that contained LAG reverted to wild-type growth at high frequency by inactivation of LAG. The mutations recovered from these revertants were specifically limited to the 83-residue NGFI-A zinc finger domain by requiring that the lexA and GAL4 portions of the LAG chimera remain functional. Nearly all of the 93 mutants obtained contained single missense mutations that mapped within the zinc fingers to residues thought to be important for zinc finger function. Deletion analysis of native NGFI-A verified that residues distant from the zinc fingers do not influence DNA binding, thus establishing the minimal functional DNA binding domain. Interestingly, many zinc finger residues ascribed specific functions by x-ray crystallography were never mutated in yeast, implying that the identity of these residues is not critical. Surprisingly, not all of the mutations tested significantly impaired NGFI-A-specific DNA binding, suggesting that the function of these zinc fingers is more diverse than previously recognized.